November 10th Meeting
Present: Karin, Elizabeth, Dr. King, Judy
Phone: Heather, Patrice, (I think that Amanda was, but I didn’t write that down with all the room
confusion)
Notes taken by Elizabeth who is a horrible secretary!!!!!!!!!!

Dr. King- several items were discussed for the presentation Dr. King will be given. He suggested the BF
Curriculum, Iron issues and BF, Expertise in the office (ie. Do you need and IBCLC or is an LC OK),
Jaundice and re-admits with BF, BF and Obesity and the Joint Commission Core Measure. What was
decided was that Elizabeth and Dr. King will work on the presentation together since she will be
presenting at a conference in April.
Myths and facts of BF was brought up since many practitioners still give out old/non-evidence based
information. Risk based teaching was also suggested.
The final topic will be on Evidence Based Practice for both hospital and clinic and how “hot topics”
around BF in Utah affect clinical practice.
Elizabeth will get the first draft to Dr. King in December.

Residency Curriculum: Dr. King has started a program at the U where residents can take an on-line
course on lactation and record it in their teaching log. It contains a pre-test and a post test which is
similar to Educat (other University training) and they must have 80% to pass. Dr. Jim Bell would like to
have them turn in the results of their test and is looking into getting this added into the regular
curriculum for peds. The reaction has been positive. Exact numbers of how many have taken it aren’t
available yet.
501c3- Karin has had to table this since Marlee’s resignation. She will talk to Melissa about having her
husband help us. This needs to be ASAP or after April due to tax season.

Financial report- Heather submitted to the group. No issues with the report. Question about the
number of businesses was brought up. We 2 business sponsors currently. Also, it was noted that LLL
hasn’t paid dues in several years.

Nominations for next year should be sent to Karin by December 1st.

Marketing- Jessica needs to get us info by the next meeting. Trying to get the all of our various websites
to match. If we have a specific logo for the Café then it can be given to other Café’s for continuity.

Education event- Julie Johnson and Karen Geertson will work together on a session on tongue tie.
Amanda will send out the info once a flyer is done.
Question was brought up about another coalition in Davis. A small group up there has started their own
coalition. Judy has the background on that. Not an official coalition so we need to make sure they have
our info so we can collaborate. We’d like to keep the energy for lactation support focuses statewide.
Short discussion on the Medela email. They are putting out a list of BF friendly businesses so that
women can find a place to nurse when they are out and about.

